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1. Steelers no-blink mentality shows in win over Bengals 

2. Steelers rookie QB Kenny Pickett after NFL debut: ‘I just 
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4. Steelers WR Diontae Johnson officially owns NFL’s 
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Pittsburgh Steelers cornerback Ahkello Witherspoon (25) reacts after intercepting the ball with safety Minkah
Fitzpatrick (39) and cornerback Cameron Sutton (20) in the second half against the Cincinnati Bengals. Katie
Stratman-USA TODAY Sports

Steelers no-blink mentality shows in
win over Bengals
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 9/12/22

The Pittsburgh Steelers started a season without Ben Roethlisberger for the first time
since 2004 on Sunday, but head coach Mike Tomlin told reporters that new starter
Mitchell Trubisky "did not blink" in a dramatic 23-20 win over the Bengals.  

Although the offense struggled, the stars played well when Pittsburgh needed them most.
 

Trubisky showed why the Steelers signed him with a heads-up, backyard ball play that set
up kicker Chris Boswell's winning 53-yard field goal. Trubisky evaded pressure and found
second-year tight end Pat Freiermuth for 26 yards.

The Steelers' defense, led by safety Minkah Fitzpatrick, rose to the challenge in a big way,
tallying seven sacks and five turnovers.

The biggest question is the status of outside linebacker T.J. Watt. The reigning Defensive
Player of the Year left the game in the second half with an upper-body injury and never
returned. 

If Watt is out for an extended period, his replacement would be Malik Reed, whom the
Steelers recently obtained from the Denver Broncos.

The offense, which gained only 267 yards, needs more from Trubisky and the playmakers,
especially if Watt misses extended time. If the unit continues to struggle, Pittsburgh could
give rookie QB Kenny Pickett the reins sooner rather than later.

More must-reads:

‣ Terry Bradshaw on Steelers' QB race: 'I would have started (Kenny) Pickett' 

‣ Mike Tomlin gives Steelers black Air Force 1s before season opener

‣ The 'Replacements for legendary NFL QBs' quiz

Breaking News
NFL - DeAndre Hopkins on NFC South team's radar?

NHL - Two teams linked to Flyers defenseman Travis
Sanheim

NFL - Former Bucs RB unharmed after car catches fire
during drive

NHL - Senators make decision on head coach D.J.
Smith

NBA - Draymond Green expected to be pursued by
three teams

NHL - Multiple teams engaging in trade talks for Norris
Trophy winner

NBA - Report: Lakers have made decision on Austin
Reaves

NFL - J.J. Watt reveals why he retired after 2022 NFL
season
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Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback Kenny Pickett. Charles LeClaire-USA TODAY Sports

Steelers rookie QB Kenny Pickett after
NFL debut: 'I just play with an edge'
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 10/3/22

The Pittsburgh Steelers suffered their third straight loss Sunday, a 24-20 defeat at the
hands of the New York Jets, but rookie QB Kenny Pickett provided a spark in his first
regular season game action. Pittsburgh may have found its new offensive leader.

"I just play with an edge," Pickett told reporters. "I think that was something I wanted to
bring to the table. I do not like to lose. It's not a good feeling. I don't want it to be a
familiar feeling. I definitely want to get back out there and get a victory and get us back
on track."

The Steelers' 2022 first-round pick rushed for two touchdowns, becoming the first
quarterback in NFL history to have multiple rushing touchdowns in his first career game,
per ESPN Stats & Info. 

Pickett, who replaced an ineffective Mitch Trubisky in the second half, showed toughness
and demonstrated he was prepared. 

"I knew every call in the plan," Pickett said.

Steelers head coach Mike Tomlin wouldn't commit to naming Pickett the full-time starter,
but it's hard to believe he won't. 

The Steelers face a gauntlet over the next several weeks, with games against the Bills,
Buccaneers, Dolphins and Eagles. But it seems time for Pittsburgh to ride with the rookie.
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brought. But Sunday’s Broncos-
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been one of the top running back
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According to ESPN's Jeremy Fowler
and Dan Graziano, Hunt can be
acquired for a fourth-round pick
ahead of the Nov. 1 trade deadline,
and the "Browns are listening" to
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predecessor. Former Colts HC Chuck
Pagano, who now serves as an
analyst, had some pretty harsh
words when discussing the move to
promote quarterback Sam Ehlinger
when talking to the Indy Star. While
Pagano admitted the Colts' offense
has struggled, he also likened
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Baltimore Ravens quarterback Lamar Jackson (8) stands on the sideline during the first half against the Pittsburgh
Steelers at M&T Bank Stadium. Tommy Gilligan-USA TODAY Sports

Ravens desperate for return of QB
Lamar Jackson
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 1/4/23

The Ravens (10-6) are heading to the playoffs, but it isn't because of their offense. QB
Lamar Jackson's knee injury has lingered much longer than originally thought, creating
concern in Baltimore.

The Ravens have strung together enough wins in the regular season, but they won't be in
the postseason for very long if Jackson remains sidelined. Baltimore hasn't scored more
than 17 points in five consecutive games for the first time since 2005.

Jamison Hensley
@jamisonhensley · Follow

The Ravens have been held to 17 or fewer points in five 
straight games (Lamar Jackson has only played one 
quarter in this span).

The last time Baltimore failed to score more than 17 points 
in five consecutive games was 2005, when Kyle Boller and 
Anthony Wright were its QBs.
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As concerning as the Ravens' offense has looked, head coach John Harbaugh still
believes they can turn things around.

"They're not challenges that we're going to sit here and say we can't overcome or we
can't win games with," Harbaugh told reporters. "We've got to try to do everything we can
to make those plays in the next game. That's all you can do in this league."

Overcoming those challenges might all be solved with the return of Jackson, but that
might not be until playoff time comes. Baltimore seems to be exposed for its reliance on
Jackson to make the offense work.

Jackson is in a contract year, and although he was hoping his play would make a case for
a big, new contract, the lack there of might do all of the talking.
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Las Vegas benched its all-time
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week, signaling a new era of Raiders
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to trade or release the 31-year-old
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NBA executives suggested that both
franchises were generating the buzz
on the trade market. The Los
Angeles Lakers and the New York
Knicks are reportedly the two
franchises causing the early buzz in
trade talks. Both teams have had
contrasting runs this season so far,
and have been doing the rounds by
being public about some of the
names they're putting on the market.
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A top MLB insider expects Carlos
Correa to be on the New York Mets
this upcoming season, however, it
will be under very different terms
than they originally agreed to in
December. Carlos Correa’s 2022
journey through MLB free agency
has been an odyssey. First, he
agreed to a massive 13-year, $350
million pact with the San Francisco
Giants. However, the organization
had an issue with the results of his
physical and wanted to renegotiate

NBA

Ja Morant Allegedly
Punched A 17-Year-Old
Teenager During A…

NFL

NFL screws over Jaguars
with Week 18 schedule

New Toenail Clippers Are
a Must-have for Seniors in
Virginia

Ad by Clipperpro NFL

Damar Hamlin’s friend
clears up
‘miscommunication’ in…

College Football

Six players from hyped
2022 recruiting class
among those fleeing…

MLB

Reporter offers prediction
about Carlos Correa
contract situation

NFL

NFL Network Analyst: Any
Steelers Fan Who Wants
Mike Tomlin Fired Is…

NFL Quiz

The 'Most career
postseason…

College Football

CFB analyst: Officiating
system is 'broken,'
complete overhaul…

MMA

Former UFC fighter
arrested for allegedly
killing girlfriend
Former UFC fighter Phil Baroni was
reportedly arrested in Mexico this
week and is being charged with
murder. According to Mexican media
outlet Tribuna De La Bahia, Baroni
called the police to a home he
shared with his girlfriend over the
weekend. The woman was
unresponsive following what Baroni
described as a drunken argument
that turned fatal. Baroni told police
he and his girlfriend got into an
argument after the woman allegedly

NFL

Jets make Zach Wilson
decision for season finale
vs. Dolphins

Entertainment

The 25 best whodunit
films

NFL

Saints’ reported asking
price for Sean Payton
revealed

NFL

Potential conflict arises
with NFL's Week 18
schedule

NFL

Mike McDaniel May Not
Survive End of Season
Collapse Per Report
With the Dolphins on a five-game
losing streak and on the verge of
missing the playoffs, head coach
Mike McDaniel’s job security is up in
the air at the moment. Per Armando
Salguero of Outkick, he is reporting;
“If McDaniel survives, there’s no
guarantee for defensive coordinator
Josh Boyer, according to a club
source.” Salguero is very plugged
into the Miami Dolphins organization,
and the fact he is reporting “IF”
McDaniel survives tells you that

MLB

Carlos Correa's Social
Post May End Any
Chance Star Signs…

NFL

CeeDee Lamb Is Chasing
Cowboys History In…

NFL

Carson Wentz seems
destined for fourth team
in four seasons as…

MLB

Bryan Reynolds trade talk
heating up; could Yankees
get it done?

NBA Quiz

The 'Most points in a
game for every NBA team'
quiz

NBA

Chris Paul gets brutally
honest about Carmelo
Anthony’s status

NFL

Report: '100 percent
chance' Josh Jacobs is a
Raider next year

NFL

Ravens desperate for
return of QB Lamar…

NHL

Blackhawks forward
Patrick Kane exits game
vs. Lightning

NBA

Best NBA landing spots
for French phenom Victor
Wembanyama
Victor Wembanyama, a 7-foot-3
unicorn, is a once-in-a-generation
prospect, widely considered the best
since LeBron James in 2003. With
his height, versatility, shooting ability
and playmaking skills, the 18-year-
old French pro star has the tools to
help elevate any NBA team to
contender status. However, some
destinations are better than others.
Though Wembanyama will likely
change the direction of whatever
team selects him in the 2023 NBA

Wrestling

Eric Bischoff says TNA
fired Bobby Lashley in
2010 because of Kristal…

NFL

Ryan Clark, Scott Van Pelt
praised for Damar Hamlin
coverage

Entertainment

The 25 most influential
music videos of all time

NFL

Jets HC Robert Saleh
sends message with
Giants QB Daniel Jones…

College Football

Jim Harbaugh reportedly
looking to Carolina as
potential NFL landing spot
Michigan head coach Jim Harbaugh
might just switch blue tones in his
rumored NFL return. Harbaugh
reportedly has discussed the head
coaching vacancy for the Carolina
Panthers with team owner David
Tepper. While teams like the Denver
Broncos and Indianapolis Colts have
been thrown around, Harbaugh
might be considering the Panthers
opening for a variety of reasons. For
starters, that team has a higher 2023
first-round NFL Draft pick. If

NBA

NBA Fans Think Kevin
Durant Should Shave His
Head After The Latest…

NBA

Grizzlies' Ja Morant sued
by a teenager

NHL

How Connor Bedard is
forcing a trade deadline
buyer’s market

NFL

Commanders reportedly
make QB decision for
Week 18

NFL

Aaron Rodgers compares
this Packers team to
Super Bowl winner

NBA

Chris Broussard Claims
LeBron James Can No
Longer Be The No. 1…

NFL

Report: Robert Kraft
wants Bill Belichick to
make changes in…

NHL

Top 25 NHL trade-
deadline targets

NFL

Baldy on what makes
Brock Purdy better than
Jimmy Garoppolo for the…

NFL

Bills announce Damar
Hamlin suffered cardiac
arrest on the field
The Buffalo Bills provided an update
on defensive back Damar Hamlin
early Tuesday morning, saying that
he suffered a cardiac arrest on the
field. According to the team, his
heartbeat was restored on the field
prior to being transferred to a local
hospital. Hamlin tackled Cincinnati
Bengals wide receiver Tee Higgins
after a first-quarter completion and
appeared to be hit in the chest area
on the play. He stood up after the
play ended and immediately

NBA

Jordan Poole Took A
Subtle Shot At Draymond
Green After Latest…

College Football

Sonny Dykes misses mark
with recent comments on
SEC

NFL

Saints QB Andy Dalton
and his wife donate to
Damar Hamlin's…

NBA

20 cities that deserve an
NBA expansion team

NFL

Dolphins reportedly sign
veteran QB to practice
squad
Mike McDaniel indicated the
Dolphins were looking around for
quarterback help, as Tua Tagovailoa
remains in concussion protocol. The
team settled on a veteran option
Wednesday morning. The Dolphins
signed Mike Glennon to their
practice squad, Adam Schefter of
ESPN.com tweets. This will be
Glennon’s first gig this season. The
former third-round pick has been in
free agency since his Giants deal
expired. Tagovailoa is expected to

NFL

Hockey Hall of Famer
offers support to Damar
Hamlin after going…

NFL

Cowboys OC Comments
On A Head Coaching…

College Football

Watch: Utah punter gets
called out by announcers
for embellishing hit

NBA

Kyrie Irving shares
surprising reason for
Donovan Mitchell's big…

NBA

Pelicans' Zion Williamson
out at least three weeks
with hamstring strain

NFL

Insider: Broncos'
coaching search could
cost GM George Paton…

MLB

Yankees’ 1st round draft
choice from 2022 making
waves

NHL

NHL bets: Three player
prop plays for 1/4

NFL

John Harbaugh not happy
over this development
from Ravens loss

NFL

Giants prepared to get
one key defensive piece
back for Wild Card game
The New York Giants‘ defense has
not been the same without starting
cornerback Adoree’ Jackson on the
field. Jackson has been out of the
lineup since suffering a knee injury in
Week 11. The Giants’ secondary has
struggled during Jackson’s absence.
With one meaningless regular
season game left on the schedule,
the Giants are starting to turn their
attention toward the postseason.
Thankfully, Adoree’ Jackson is likely
to make his return just in time for the
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Pittsburgh Steelers wide receiver Diontae Johnson. Jessica Rapfogel-USA TODAY Sports

Steelers WR Diontae Johnson officially
owns NFL's unluckiest record
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 1/11/23

Steelers WR Diontae Johnson entered Week 18 just two catches short of one of the NFL's
least-desired records. With his two receptions in Pittsburgh's season finale, he officially
owns it.

Johnson had 86 catches in 2022, which is now the most catches in a season by a player
without scoring a touchdown.

Field Yates
@FieldYates · Follow

A crazy stat: Steelers WR Diontae Johnson had 86 catches 
this season, but no touchdowns. 

That's now the most catches by a player in a single season 
in NFL history without scoring a TD. 

An awesome player with bad luck this season.
9:19 AM · Jan 9, 2023
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He passes former Tampa Bay Buccaneers WR James Wilder who had 85 catches without
a receiving touchdown in 1984.

Former Steelers QB Ben Roethlisberger gave his take on Johnson's unlucky season.

"Blows my mind because the guy is so stinkin' good," Roethlisberger said on his
"Footbahlin with Ben Roethlisberger" podcast. "It was so apparent and obvious they were
trying to get him the ball in the red zone when they were down on the goal line. He was
wide open twice and the ball got tipped."

The fourth-year wide receiver was targeted 10 times in Week 18 in hopes of finding the
end zone. Johnson still had a solid season, however, playing in all 17 games and finishing
with 882 receiving yards.

"I felt bad for Diontae," Roethlisberger added. "Still, really good season. I know he's
frustrated."

Johnson will now need to wait until next season to find pay dirt after having what was
viewed by some as a disappointing season following his two-year, $37 million contract
extension.
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to decline the offer, according to
Front Office Sports. In April 2022,
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The Braves are rolling, and that’s not
even doing it justice. They’ve won a
remarkable 18 of their last 21 games,
and it’s the way they are doing it that
is so impressive. Every person in
their lineup is performing like an All-
Star, picking up a pitching staff that
has been littered with injuries. If I had
told you the Braves would only get 10
starts out of Max Fried and Kyle
Wright to this point in the season,
nobody would have predicted that
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Russell Westbrook might not have a
whole lot to think about in free
agency this offseason. Veteran NBA
writer Howard Beck mentioned the
former MVP in his latest piece for GQ
Sports. Beck writes that Westbrook,
an unrestricted free agent, “seems
likely to stay with the Clippers.” The
nine-time All-Star Westbrook signed
with the Clippers in February after
being traded by the Los Angeles
Lakers at the deadline then getting
bought out by the Utah Jazz. While
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Boston College wide receiver Zay Flowers was selected by the Raens. Kirby Lee-USA TODAY Sports

Ravens get Lamar Jackson 'Flowers' on
contract signing day
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 4/27/23

After signing QB Lamar Jackson to a record-breaking contract extension just hours
before the draft, the Ravens continue to build around him with their first-round pick.

With pick No. 22 in the 2023 NFL Draft, Baltimore selected WR Zay Flowers, a speedy
receiver out of Boston College.

The Ravens already signed wide receivers Odell Beckham Jr. and Nelson Agholor in free
agency, and adding Flowers to the group might just give Baltimore its best receiving corps
since drafting Jackson.

Flowers, who is 22, had 78 catches for 1,077 yards and 12 touchdowns in 2022. 

"Flowers is the best pure separator in the draft class. Defensive backs won't be able to
stick with him across on his route breaks unless they're holding him," Pro Football Focus
writes.

After the Ravens didn't have a receiver eclipse 500 yards in 2022, Flowers certainly adds
more firepower to the Baltimore's aerial attack, and he knows it.

"Anytime I touch the ball, I feel like I can score," Flowers said after being drafted.

Jackson has had the Ravens on a roller coaster of emotions this offseason since
requesting a trade on March 2. However, he must be smiling ear to ear in what has been a
day to remember for the 2019 NFL MVP, and all seems to be well in Baltimore following
night one.
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Penn State's Joey Porter Jr. Dan Rainville / USA TODAY NETWORK

Steelers bring Joey Porter Jr. home; dad
pleased
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 4/28/23

After mulling multiple offers for the top pick in the second round, the Steelers stuck with
their love of family ties and brought another Porter to Pittsburgh.

With pick No. 32 in the 2023 NFL Draft, the Steelers selected Penn State CB Joey Porter
Jr., who will now play for his father's old team.

Field Yates
@FieldYates · Follow

Joey Porter, Jr. 

Like father, like son.

7:16 PM · Apr 28, 2023
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His father, Joey Porter, played linebacker for the Steelers for eight seasons (1999-2006),
helping them win Super Bowl XL. Porter Jr. will now try to bring Pittsburgh another
championship just like his pops.

At a news conference in Pittsburgh, Porter Jr. said his dad was jacked.

"He was probably louder than me a little bit," he said of the news he became a Steeler.

"Porter is the press cornerback you want in the class. At 6-foot-2 and 198 pounds, he
attacks receivers at the line of scrimmage the same way his father attacked offensive
tackles," Pro Football Focus writes.

It was surprising that the 22-year-old fell out of the first round and with the Steelers
reportedly considering him at pick No. 17, it was a no-brainer at No. 32.

Porter Jr. totaled 112 tackles, one interception and 16 passes defensed from 2020-22.
He'll provide some much-needed depth to Pittsburgh's secondary that recently signed
free-agent CB Patrick Peterson, who should be the perfect mentor.

It would be difficult to write a better story than this as the Steeler bring Porter Jr. home.
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touchdown passes' quiz
We've reached the section of the
NFL calendar where there simply is
not much happening around the
league at the moment. So a shout-
out goes to Ja'Marr Chase and Travis
Kelce, whose passive trash talk
regarding their respective QBs is
helping fans pass the time. It began
when Chase was asked who the best
QB in the league was, to which he
answered, "Joe Burrow. That's easy,"
followed by him saying, "Pat who?"
when Mahomes was brought up
during the interview. Kelce was not
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Jets reportedly prefer one
Pierre-Luc Dubois trade
package
The pendulum for Pierre-Luc Dubois’
next team has continuously swung
back and forth between the Los
Angeles Kings and Montreal
Canadiens over the past several
weeks. Today, it’s swung back
toward the Kings’ side. TSN’s Darren
Dreger reports that the Winnipeg
Jets prefer the proposed trade
package coming from the Kings,
wanting more NHL-ready talent
instead of the futures Montreal can
offer. Additionally, it appears Dubois
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NY Giants legend reveals
why he's worried about
Yankees' Aaron Judge
Retired New York Giants running
back Tiki Barber explained why he's
worried about New York Yankees
slugger Aaron Judge as Judge
recovers from a lingering toe issue.
"A toe is not a part of your body that
you can get off of and try to stay in
shape," Barber said about Judge
during Monday's edition of the
WFAN "Tiki and Tierney" program,
per Audacy. "This is a big problem. I
just hope when he does come back
and starts to feel better, in his mind,
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Suns, Mavs had advanced
Deandre Ayton trade talks
during draft
The Suns and Mavericks came close
to making a deal on draft night that
would have sent Deandre Ayton to
Dallas, according to Marc Stein
(Substack link). Sources tell Stein
that the proposed trade would have
resulted in Tim Hardaway Jr.,
Richaun Holmes, and JaVale McGee
heading to Phoenix. However, the
Suns balked at the idea of taking
back McGee as part of the package.
It’s not yet known if the negotiations
can or will be resuscitated, Stein
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NBA

Report: Three teams
expected to pursue
former MVP in free…
Three-time All-Star Derrick Rose had
his $15.6M team option declined by
the New York Knicks on Saturday,
making him an unrestricted free
agent this summer. Rose, 34, was
integral to the Knicks' run to the
playoffs in 2021 but fell out of HC
Tom Thibodeau's rotation in
December. In 27 games off the
bench last season, the former MVP
averaged 5.6 points and 1.7 assists.
While he hasn't hinted at what his
future holds, Rose can still be an
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NFL

Two teams 'have major
interest' in signing
DeAndre Hopkins
With training camp one month away,
wide receiver DeAndre Hopkins
remains unsigned. Although, that's
not due to a lack of interest.
According to ESPN's Jeremy Fowler,
the New England Patriots and
Tennessee Titans have each made it
clear they "have a major interest in
signing" Hopkins to a deal. During a
Sunday appearance on
"SportsCenter," Fowler noted that
despite the interest from New
England and Tennessee, the five-
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Jonah Williams. Mark J. Rebilas-USA TODAY Sports

Bengals offensive tackle requests trade
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 3/17/23

The Bengals made a big splash in free agency by signing LT Orlando Brown Jr. to a four-
year, $64.09 million contract Wednesday. But not everyone on the team was happy with
the move.

Offensive tackle Jonah Williams has officially requested a trade after protecting QB Joe
Burrow in 47 games. Still just 25, Williams will become the top tackle available if
Cincinnati is willing to move on.

Ian Rapoport
@RapSheet · Follow

Rarely are legit starting LTs available. But circumstances 
have changed in Cincy. Jonah Williams is due $12.6M 
guaranteed on his 5th year option.

Ian Rapoport @RapSheet

In the wake of the Orlando Brown signing, #Bengals OT Jonah Williams 
has requested a trade through his agent Ryan Tollner, sources say. Just 
25 years old with 47 career starts at LT protecting Joe Burrow, Williams 
becomes the top tackle available if Cincy is willing to move on.
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Williams is due $12.6 million guaranteed on his fifth-year option and is coming off of a
season where he allowed a league-high 12 sacks, according to Pro Football Focus. 

However, it is rare for a player of his caliber to become available as Williams was the 11th
overall pick in the 2019 NFL Draft.

The Bengals should at least entertain Williams' request to see what compensation they
could get for him. It would be a win if Cincinnati could land a day two pick but that's a lot
to ask for a one-year rental unless the suitor is willing to sign him to an extension before
playing a down for them.

The Bengals are also preparing to pay Burrow soon and the draft provides players on
cheap rookie deals. But one thing is for sure, Cincinnati doesn't need to worry about left
tackle with Brown Jr. locked up for the foreseeable future.
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This Bengals-Chargers
trade proposal sends
Khalil Mack to Cincinnati
The Cincinnati Bengals fell just short
of their pursuit of a second
consecutive trip to the Super Bowl.
They lost to the Kansas City Chiefs in
the AFC Championship game after
defeating them the prior season.
There were a lot of factors that went
into the Bengals losing the game, but
arguably the biggest detriment was
their inability to slow down Patrick
Mahomes. Despite Mahomes dealing
with an ankle sprain, he picked the
Bengals’ defense apart with relative
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Surveillance video of
Michael Irvin Marriott
incident shown during…
Michael Irvin and his attorney, Levi
McCathern, held a press conference
on Tuesday — less than a week after
going public for the first time
regarding the lawsuit filed against
Marriott and an unnamed woman. On
Wednesday of last week, Irvin and
McCathern held a press conference
during which McCathern described
the surveillance video. Marriott did
not allow him to take any copies or
recordings. Later that week, Marriott
was ordered to provide unredacted
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Steelers sign two-time
Super Bowl champion, cut
veteran LB
The Steelers will officially have a
new-look inside linebacker group in
2023. General manager Omar Khan
made yet another signing and cut in
what has been a little bit of an
uncharacteristic free agency for
Pittsburgh. Cutting Jack may be a
little bit of a surprise to some
following his 104-tackle season in
2022, but the move does save the
Steelers $8 million against the cap.
Roberts is coming off of the best
season of his career as well with a
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This Falcons-Cardinals
trade proposal would
shake up top of 2023…
The Atlanta Falcons have been one
of the busier teams in the NFL thus
far this offseason. They had a lot of
salary cap space heading into free
agency and they have not been shy
about spending it. Atlanta spent
good money upgrading their
defense. They signed two players
away from the New Orleans Saints,
defensive tackle David Onyemata
and linebacker Kaden Elliss. Safety
Jessie Bates III, formerly of the
Cincinnati Bengals, will be joining the
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Yankees may have found
their long-term first
baseman
Don’t get things twisted, the New
York Yankees are committed to
Anthony Rizzo as their starting first
baseman for the next two seasons,
but after that, the job could fall in the
hands of one underrated prospect
climbing the system. To preface,
Rizzo is in his 33-year-old season,
signing a two-year, $40 million
extension with the Yankees this
offseason, including a 2025 club
option. He played 130 games last
year, hitting .224 with a .338 OBP, 32
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Clark's mistake
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Hawks make a flurry of
personnel moves

MLB

Mets' Justin Verlander,
Brandon Nimmo react to
Edwin Diaz injury blow

NFL

Chargers propose
intriguing rule change
regarding playoff seeding
The Los Angeles Chargers are trying
to do away with one occasional
oddity of NFL playoff scheduling.
The league on Monday released the
list of rule change proposals that had
been put forward by various teams,
with many of them unlikely to go
anywhere. The Chargers put forward
one of the more interesting ideas
that would allow a wild card team to
host a home playoff game if the
worst division winner is under .500
and the best wild card team has at
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'disappear' by foregoing…
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Mets closer Edwin Diaz
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25 fantasy sleepers for
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Bills GM provides update
on Damar Hamlin's
possible return to field

NFL

This Texans-Jaguars
trade proposal sends
Josh Allen to Houston
The Houston Texans are one of the
biggest losers of the 2023 NFL
offseason. They haven’t received
that designation because of anything
that they did but as a result of other
moves that were made. Owners of
the No. 2 overall pick in the 2023
NFL Draft, the Texans were in a good
spot to have their pick of the top
quarterback prospects. There were
rumors of them discussing a trade
with the Chicago Bears to acquire
the No. 1 overall pick, but that never
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Have we seen the last of
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Lonzo Ball to have third
knee surgery in hopes of
resuming career
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The Blue Jays apparently
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Panthers offense erupts
for record-setting first
period against Habs
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Report: Lakers won't
pursue Kyrie Irving this
summer for one reason

NFL
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Agent Big Board

College Basketball

Best college basketball
prop bets today: Expert's
best CBB player prop…

MLB

Corbin Burnes frustrated
with MLB altering pitch
clock rule two weeks…
Corbin Burnes has been very
outspoken so far about the addition
of the pitch clock this season and
has been aggressively pursuing an
advantage with the rules. With
opening day two weeks away, Major
League Baseball has altered the
wording within the pitch clock rules.
On Monday, Burnes expressed his
frustration after he learned of the
new point of emphasis while out on
the mound. When the pitch clock
rules first came out, pitchers

NFL

What Leslie Frazier texted
Bears coach after signing
Tremaine Edmunds

MLB

Insider explains how Mets
will recoup part of Edwin
Diaz's salary after his…

NFL

Buccaneers GM on going
all-in with Tom Brady:
'Look at our rings'

NFL

The most overpaid &
underpaid players at
every NFL position

NFL Quiz

The 'Running backs
selected in the first round'
quiz
It's the end of an era in Dallas. After
seven seasons in Big D, including
two in which he led the NFL in
rushing, Ezekiel Elliott now finds
himself on the open market. On
Wednesday, news broke that the
Cowboys were planning on releasing
the former No. 4 overall pick. While
somewhat surprising on the surface,
the move makes sense for a team
trying to keep its contention window
open. Tony Pollard has ascended to
feature-back status in the Cowboys
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NFL

Report: Former Browns
CB agrees to terms with
Eagles
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Garoppolo not yet…
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MLB

Yankees re-assign top
outfield prospect to minor
league camp

NFL

What Deshaun Watson's
restructured contract
means for Browns
The Browns signed QB Deshaun
Watson to a record-setting five-year,
$230 million fully guaranteed
contract a year ago. Monday, the
team restructured that contract,
hinting at its plans for free agency.
The move creates nearly $36 million
in cap space just hours before the
tampering period begins and proves
Cleveland is preparing to have an
aggressive offseason once again.
The Browns have already been linked
to a number of veteran free agents
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Calais Campbell Mitch Stringer-USA TODAY Sports

Ravens release six-time Pro Bowl DE
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 3/13/23

As the Ravens prepare to pay QB Lamar Jackson, the team announced that it is releasing
15-year veteran defensive end Calais Campbell.

"Calais defines what it is to be a Raven," general manager Eric DeCosta said in a
statement. "While this is the worst part of the business, we have not closed the door on
the possibility of him returning to our team in the future."

Baltimore Ravens
@Ravens · Follow

We have released DE Calais Campbell.

12:35 PM · Mar 13, 2023

4.9K Reply Share

Read 695 replies

Campbell, the 2019 Walter Payton NFL Man of the Year, totaled 113 tackles, 11 sacks, two
forced fumbles and one fumble recovery during his time with Baltimore, and although his
time with the Ravens may not be at its end, it is surely up in the air with Jackson's
massive contract looming.

Many wondered if the 36-year-old would retire following the 2022 season. However, he
reportedly wants to keep playing and believes he still has good football left. 

If it isn't going to be with Baltimore, Campbell should have at least a couple of suitors
given he has had a tremendous impact on and off the field throughout his career.

The move does save the Ravens $7 million against the cap. Whether or not Campbell
plays a 16th season, he is on his way to Canton, Ohio if it were up to DeCosta.

"With passion, leadership and toughness, Calais has undoubtedly produced a Hall of
Fame-worthy career," he added.
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Try it tonight!
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Ravens get QB of the
future in latest
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favored teams before…
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Pain
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NFL

Eagles asked top CB to
allow them to match any
offer he gets
Although the Philadelphia Eagles
have a little under $9M in available
cap space, they’ve still asked top
cornerback James Bradberry to
allow them to match any offer he
gets in free agency, according to a
report from CBS Sports’ Josina
Anderson. Bradberry headlines a
solid group of free agent
cornerbacks that includes Marcus
Peters, Jonathan Jones, Cam Sutton,
Patrick Peterson and Bradley Roby. “I
know there’s definitely interest from
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rival's corner
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James arrived Sunday…
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means for Browns
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Lawyers: Shaquille O'Neal
'hiding in his house' to
avoid being served in…
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Stephen A. Smith says he
has personal beef with
this NBA star

MLB

The Yankees have a rising
star in the bullpen

College Basketball

HOF coach slams UNC's
NIT decision, suggests
punishment

NBA

Hawks' Trae Young
refuses to 'Fred VanVleet'
officials after loss
Trae Young didn't know why he got a
late technical. But he kept his
comments family-friendly. Young told
reporters that he was baffled by the
technical foul he received after
Marcus Smart body slammed him
late in the Celtics-Hawks game
Saturday night. Still, Young said, “I’m
not gonna Fred VanVleet these
people. I’m just going to keep it
there.” Young was referring to
VanVleet's profane tirade against
referee Ben Taylor Wednesday night,
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multiple acting Oscars
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hit with basketball
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Michael Porter Jr.
expresses frustration with
Nuggets HC after loss

Want To Feel Stronger At
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Expert Says Do This One
Thing
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NFL

Tyreek Hill goes viral for
his reaction to Jalen
Ramsey trade
Tyreek Hill has his popcorn ready
just like the rest of us. The Miami
Dolphins made a cannonball splash
on Sunday by acquiring six-time Pro
Bowl cornerback Jalen Ramsey from
the LA Rams in exchange for multiple
assets. The move will rejuvenate a
Miami pass defense that ranked as
one of the worst in football last
season. Shortly after the news of the
Ramsey trade broke, the Dolphins
star receiver Hill went viral for his
reaction. “Practice is going to be
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Morant doesn't play…

NBA
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Former teammate shares
a glimpse of what Shohei
Ohtani is really like

NFL

Report reveals how much
money Odell Beckham Jr.
wants
Odell Beckham Jr. missed the entire
2022 season and has suffered
several serious injuries throughout
his career, but the star wide receiver
still believes he should be one of the
highest-paid players in the NFL at his
position. Beckham held a workout in
Arizona on Friday that was attended
by at least a dozen teams. According
to Mike Florio of Pro Football Talk,
Beckham has informed those teams
that he wants to make $20M per
year. Beckham tore his ACL in Super
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Panthers owner, head
coach reportedly prefer
different QBs
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albums of all time
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To The Minute 2023 Free
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Rob Gronkowski reacts to
speculation about Tom
Brady comeback

Golf

Tiger Woods responds to
ex-girlfriend Erica
Herman’s claims
Tiger Woods is facing a lawsuit from
his ex-girlfriend Erica Herman, and
the 15-time major champion has
responded to some of the claims.
Herman filed a landlord complaint
against Woods last October. In it, she
claimed she and Woods had an oral
agreement that she would be able to
live in Tiger’s mansion in Hobe
Sound, Fla., for a total of 11 years.
Herman says Woods broke up with
her several months ago and then
used “trickery” to get her to leave
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Chargers star asks for
permission to seek trade
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Why giving up on 2023
makes sense for Vikings

NBA

Paul Pierce thinks this top
NBA team will be upset in
first round
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Report: 'Mutual interest'
between Raiders, Jimmy
Garoppolo
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Report: Rams agree to
trade six-time Pro Bowler
to Dolphins

MLB

Yankees may promote No.
1 prospect to the bigs
after all

College Basketball

NCAA Tournament
committee errs with
backyard game for
Auburn

NFL

Patriots trade TE Jonnu
Smith to Falcons

College Football

University of Utah AD has
strong response to Big 12
report

NFL

NFC Rumors:
Commanders, Cowboys,
Darius Slay, Eagles
Commanders John Keim mentions
that he would not be surprised if the
Commanders turned their attention
to re-signing QB Taylor Heinicke now
that they have locked up DT Daron
Payne on a long-term deal. Cowboys
ESPN’s Jeremy Fowler mentions the
Cowboys are trying to work
something out to keep S Donovan
Wilson, who’s set to become an
unrestricted free agent this week.
Eagles Eagles CB Darius Slay did not
ask the team for a trade and says

MLB

Should we be worried
about Joe Jiménez?

NFL

Bears reportedly would
not accept Panthers trade
without D.J. Moore
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Actors who won Oscars
before the age of 30
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Watch: College umpire
has worst strike call in
history

NFL

Cowboys need more
urgency after failing to
acquire Pro Bowl CB…
The NFL offseason moves fast. If the
Cowboys don't stop and make a
blockbuster move, they will miss out.
Per ESPN's Adam Schefter, the Rams
agreed to trade CB Jalen Ramsey to
the Dolphins for a 2023 third-round
pick and TE Hunter Long. It's a
disappointment for Dallas because
"a rumor was picking up steam" that
it was a trade partner for the six-time
Pro Bowler, according to The
Athletic's Jeff Howe. It also
showcases the organization's lack of
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The 'Every NBA MVP
runner-up in the lottery
era' quiz

NFL

How the Jalen Ramsey
trade impacts the Eagles

NBA

Knicks' Julius Randle
becomes the latest player
to rip NBA officiating

NFL

Buccaneers eyeing former
No. 1 draft pick as
potential starting QB
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History says Jalen
Ramsey will bring
Lombardi Trophy to…
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Watch: Marcus Smart
takes down Trae Young in
heated altercation

NFL

Report: NFL teams see
one likely Lamar Jackson
outcome

NFL

Packers Hopeful on Two
Key Defensive Backs

NFL

Giants linked to promising
Bills WR as potential trade
target

NFL

NFC Rumors: 49ers,
Cardinals, Anthony
Richardson, Seahawks
49ers ESPN’s Jeremy Fowler says
the 49ers are expected to be
involved to some degree in the free
agent market for defensive tackles,
which features both top-end options
and a lot of depth. Cardinals ESPN’s
Dan Graziano and Jeremy Fowler
note Raiders CB Rock Ya-Sin is
expected to do well for himself in
free agency and the Cardinals are a
potential landing spot. New HC
Jonathan Gannon was Ya-Sin’s
position coach his first two years

NFL

Steelers Could Use Little-
Known Family Tie To Land
Monster Combine…

NFL

Report: One team
interested in Baker
Mayfield as potential…

MLB

Yankees have solved one
starting rotation problem

Entertainment

The most memorable
quotes from 'The
Godfather'

NFL

Cowboys clear roughly
$30M in cap space with
huge move
A savvy financial move allows Dallas
to potentially make waves this
offseason. Per NFL Network's Tom
Pelissero, the Cowboys announced
they created roughly $30M in cap
space by restructuring the contracts
of quarterback Dak Prescott and left
guard Zack Martin. According to
ESPN's Todd Archer, Dalllas revised
the contracts by turning $29M of
Prescott's 2023 salary into a bonus
and $12M of Martin's salary into a
bonus, too. After the move, the

NASCAR

Kevin Harvick makes big
mistake late at Cup Series
race in Phoenix

NHL

2023 NHL Mock Draft:
And Connor Bedard…

NFL

Falcons make Chris
Lindstrom highest-paid
guard in NFL

MLB

Writer Thinks Recently
Signed Infielder Could Be
a Bust in 2023

NFL

Former Titans teammate
recruiting Jeffery
Simmons to join him in…

NFL

Lions could target
Steelers CB after missing
out on Jalen Ramsey

NFL

New York Giants 2023
Free Agency Updates and
Takeaways

NFL

Live NFL Free Agency
Agreement Tracker College Basketball

2023 March Madness
Tournament Bracket
predictions: The teams…

NFL

Steelers' Kenny Pickett
Disrespected By Peter
King After Selecting…
The Pittsburgh Steelers' offseason
plans have been the source of
ridicule from the national media
when they have been discussed at
all. Specifically, Fox Sports has taken
a couple of gratuitous shots at the
Steelers quarterback, Kenny Pickett.
There has been a vocal minority
outside of Pittsburgh that has heavily
criticized the second-year signal-
caller as, at best, a project and at
worst, a mistake. Mike Florio, who is
not one of those voices, was joined
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Pittsburgh Steelers Pro Football Hall of
Fame watch
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 6/5/23

The Pro Football Hall of Fame will induct the class of 2023 on Aug. 5. Here are players
and a coach from the 2023 Steelers who could join the immortals in Canton someday.

Guaranteed Hall of Famer
Mike Tomlin, head coach: Tomlin not only won a Super Bowl in just his second season in
Pittsburgh, but he also owns the NFL record for most consecutive non-losing seasons to
begin a coaching career (16). He has the 16th-most wins (163) and 22nd-best win
percentage (.636) by a head coach in NFL history and is only 51.

Tomlin has received a lot of criticism in recent years because the Steelers have not won a
playoff game since the 2016 season. However, he always seems to have Pittsburgh in
contention by the end of the season, which is something not a lot of teams can say. His
true test, life without Ben Roethlisberger, has already begun. If he wins a Super Bowl with
another starting quarterback, he may be a first-ballot Hall of Famer.

Fringe Hall of Famer
T.J. Watt, linebacker: In 2021, Watt won his first Defensive Player of the Year award after
tying Michael Strahan's season sack record with 22.5 sacks in just 15 games. He probably
would have broken the record if he had played the full season. Although an impressive
feat, that alone won't get him into the Hall of Fame.

If Watt has another season or two similar to 2021 and adds a Super Bowl ring by the end
of his career, his case for Canton will be as strong as any. With 77.5 sacks, the five-time
Pro Bowler is just 3.5 sacks from becoming Pittsburgh's all-time sack leader. Watt is only
28.

A young player who could develop into a Hall of Famer
Minkah Fitzpatrick, safety: Pittsburgh's trade for Fitzpatrick may go down as one of the
best in franchise history. Fitzpatrick has 17 interceptions since joining Pittsburgh in 2019
from Miami and he is still only 26. The three-time Pro Bowler tied for the league lead in
interceptions in 2022 with six.

With 19 career interceptions, Fitzpatrick still has a long way to go to be among the
league's all-time pick artists. After signing a four-year contract extension, he doesn't
seem to be going anywhere anytime soon. If Fitzpatrick can continue playing at a high
level in the prime of his career, he may help the Steelers win a Super Bowl and earn his
way into the Hall of Fame.
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journey back to NFL…

NFL

Giants have position
battle brewing at left
guard

101lifehacks.com

Stop Lower Back Pain &
Sciatica With One Stretch
(Do This Immediately)

NFL Quiz

The '1,500 rushing yards
in a season since 2000'
quiz
Dalvin Cook's time in Minnesota
looks to be coming to an end. The
27-year-old has been dynamic in the
Minnesota Vikings backfield for the
last six seasons, making four Pro
Bowls. But back in March, when the
team handed out a new deal to
Cook's presumptive backup,
Alexander Mattison, the writing was
on the wall for the former Florida
State product. And given that the
Vikes are going to need all the
resources they have at their disposal

NFL

Steelers Calvin Austin III Is
Jaw-Dropping At OTA's

MLB

Athletics release one-time
All-Star first baseman

Cravingstory

At 67, Costner Says 'She
Was The Love Of My Life'

NFL

Bills sign former first-
round pick to one-year
deal

NFL

Colts WR weighs in on
Richardson, Minshew QB
competition

NBA

Luka Doncic trade to
Knicks looks even more
possible after report

NBA

Report: Kyrie Irving has
shocking trade request for
Mavericks

MLB

Future Hall of Famer gets
new MLB role

NBA

NBA insider reveals info
on possible trade for
76ers' Joel Embiid

MLB

Phillies' call-up has career
day weeks after believing
MLB career was over
Drew Ellis was mulling a go in
independent baseball only a few
weeks ago, feeling his major league
opportunities had dried up. However,
called up by the Philadelphia Phillies
this week, Ellis had a career day at
the plate Sunday, pacing an 11-3 win
over the Washington Nationals.
Entering the Phillies' afternoon tilt in
D.C., Ellis had connected on only one
home run in 92 career at-bats. On
Sunday, he doubled that total and
then some, smashing two long balls

NBA

2023 NBA first-round
mock draft

NHL

Trade talks between
Canucks and Penguins
doomed by Dubas hire

MLB

Braves veteran outfielder
benched after launching
415-foot single

Cravingstory

At 67, Costner Says 'She
Was The Love Of My Life'

NHL

Canadiens sign star
winger to eight-year
contract extension
The Montreal Canadiens have agreed
to terms on an eight-year contract
extension for star winger Cole
Caufield through the 2030-31
campaign, the team announced
Monday morning. The deal will carry
a $7.85M cap hit. Per CapFriendly,
Caufield has a modified no-trade list
in the final three seasons of his
contract, which is all he’s eligible for,
given his unrestricted free-agent
eligibility. The full breakdown of the
contract is as follows: 2023-24:

NBA

Commissioner Adam
Silver hints at NBA
expansion in near future

NHL

Hall of Famer Possibly on
New York Rangers Radar

Cravingstory

At 67, Costner Says 'She
Was The Love Of My Life'

NBA

Could Knicks trade for
struggling Pacers sharp-
shooter?

NHL

The NHL increasing the
salary cap by just $1
million next season is…

MLB

Red Sox designate
speedy veteran OF for
assignment

NBA

Report: Kyrie Irving made
interesting recruiting pitch
to LeBron James

MLB

Astros Expected To Select
Grae Kessinger

MLB

Watch: Comedy of errors
by Red Sox gives Rays
hilarious little league…

NFL

The Giants may have
found their return
specialist at OTAs
The New York Giants' special teams
unit ranked near the bottom of the
NFL last season, averaging just 21.4
yards per kick return and 6.2 yards
per punt return, respectively. The
Giants tested out a number of
different return specialists last
season, including starting CB
Adoree' Jackson. Jackson suffered a
season-ending injury while returning
a punt in Week 11. Putting a
defensive starter out on special
teams had severe adverse effects on

NBA

Heat tie incredible
postseason mark in Game
2 comeback win vs…

NBA

Every NBA team's most
improved player from the
2022-23 season

MLB

Guardians designate
righty Zach Plesac for
assignment

NFL

Travis Kelce reveals which
AFC rival fan base he
respects the most

NBA Quiz

The 'Triple-doubles in the
NBA Finals' quiz
Currently tied at 1-1, the 2023 NBA
Finals could be shaping up to be an
all-time classic. In Game 1, Nikola
Jokic and the Denver Nuggets took
care of business at home, with the
Joker joining Jason Kidd as the only
players in NBA history to record a
triple-double in their NBA Finals
debut. Jimmy Butler and the Miami
Heat were not just going to roll over
and let Denver do whatever it wanted
to in their matchup, however. In
Game 2, they, at one point, were
down double digits but managed to

Golf

Pro golfer Rose Zhang
has historic win in LPGA
debut

NBA

New York Knicks stock up,
stock down

NBA

Orlando Magic primed to
make blockbuster trade?

NHL

Penguins Have One
Question About Acquiring
Connor Hellebuyck

MLB

Yankees’ star prospect
lighting up minors after
slow start

NHL

Ducks longtime goalie
reportedly asks for trade

College Baseball

Indiana player missed
game over ridiculous
suspension

NFL

DE Yannick Ngakoue isn’t
an option for Bears

NASCAR

NASCAR president shares
interesting comment on
Chase Elliott suspension

MLB

'Increasingly doubtful'
that former Nationals ace
will ever pitch again
Nationals veteran Stephen
Strasburg’s stretch of brutal injury
luck continues as The Washington
Post’s Jesse Dougherty reports that
the right-hander has been shut down
from all physical activity since late
April due to what was described to
Dougherty as “severe” nerve
damage. It had previously been
reported back in February that
Strasburg had suffered a setback in
his recovery from thoracic outlet
syndrome and the club had no

NHL

Seven trade destinations
to watch for Jets
goaltender Connor…

NFL

Steelers' Patrick Peterson
Praises Significance Of
Landing Markus Golden

Entertainment

The most memorable
quotes from 'The
Godfather'

NFL

Commanders WR Jahan
Dotson now believes the
Emmanuel Forbes Hype

MLB

Brewers get good news
on pair of key infielders
MLB.com’s Adam McCalvy relayed a
series of significant updates
regarding injured Brewers players
Sunday morning. Most
encouragingly, the Brewers expect to
welcome both infielder Luis Urias
and shortstop Willy Adames back
from the injured list this week. Urias,
who suffered a hamstring strain on
Opening Day and hasn’t played
since, is expected to rejoin the club
on Tuesday as they begin a
homestand against the Orioles.
Acquired in the trade that sent Trent

NHL

Golden Knights trying to
become one of fastest
expansion teams to win…

MLB Quiz

The '50 home runs in an
MLB season' quiz

MLB

Twins provide update on
former No. 1 pick after
frightening collision

NFL

Packers president reveals
his honest expectations
for QB Jordan Love

NFL

Cowboys could be going
back to the future at
running back

NFL

Buccaneers OC Dave
Canales addresses QB
competition

NFL

This Packers-Colts Trade
Features Standout
Defensive Lineman

NBA

A 2023 offseason
preview for the New York…

NHL

Matthew Tkachuk caught
taking cheap shot at
Nicolas Hague

NFL

Pittsburgh Steelers Pro
Football Hall of Fame
watch
The Pro Football Hall of Fame will
induct the class of 2023 on Aug. 5.
Here are players and a coach from
the 2023 Steelers who could join the
immortals in Canton someday.
Guaranteed Hall of Famer Mike
Tomlin, head coach: Tomlin not only
won a Super Bowl in just his second
season in Pittsburgh, but he also
owns the NFL record for most
consecutive non-losing seasons to
begin a coaching career (16). He has
the 16th-most wins (163) and 22nd-

Tennis

Watch: French Open
doubles pair disqualified
after ball girl was…

NBA

Jonathan Isaac to launch
his anti-woke brand
‘UNITUS’ this summer

Soccer

Jorge Messi addresses
possible Lionel Messi
return to Barcelona

NHL

Every NHL team's most
improved player from the
2022-23 season

NHL

5 Maple Leafs Who Won’t
Be Traded During 2023
Offseason
The Toronto Maple Leafs have been
fascinating to watch this offseason
and truly, the fun has just begun.
Brad Treliving has been brought in to
replace Kyle Dubas as it’s been a
summer of change off the ice for the
organization. Expect to see much of
the same on the ice, as the Maple
Leafs roster will look a lot different
when the puck drops on the 2023-
24 season. For today’s piece, let’s
shift a little, and focus on who Leafs
Nation can expect to see back in the

NBA

Watch: Nikola Jokic goes
coast-to-coast as part of
18-point third quarter

NBA

Heat star has unusual
preparation for Game 2

Wrestling

WWE SuperShow Results
From Manchester, NH
(6/4): Seth Rollins, Cody…

NBA

This Bulls-Lakers trade
proposal sends DeMar
DeRozan to L.A.

NFL

Details emerge regarding
DeAndre Hopkins'
contract demands

NHL

NHL Rumors: Carolina
Hurricanes, and teams
who might have interest…

NHL

Former Blackhawks GM,
coach want meeting with
commissioner about…

The way-too-early 2024 NFL mock draft

Which active NFL players are most likely to make the Hall of Fame?

20 cities that deserve an NBA expansion team

25 MLB players who should make their first All-Star Game in 2023

Too sweet: 24 of the oldest candy bars still available

Which defunct sports teams had the best uniforms?

Ranking the greatest MMA fighters of all time

25 MLB players that could be traded during the 2023 season

20 underrated bands from the 1980s 

The most talented actresses 30 or younger
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Baltimore Ravens safety Kyle Hamilton. Tommy Gilligan-USA TODAY Sports

Baltimore Ravens stock up, stock down
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 5/30/23

With training camps two months away, teams continue to evaluate their rosters. Here are
the Baltimore Ravens whose stock is trending up — and down.

Stock Up
Lamar Jackson, quarterback: The Ravens have given Jackson the best supporting cast
he has had since entering the league in 2018. Baltimore added wide receivers Odell
Beckham Jr. and Nelson Agholor in free agency and WR Zay Flowers with its first-round
pick in the 2023 NFL Draft.

Jackson, the 2019 NFL MVP, has yet to make it past the divisional round of the playoffs.
He won't have any excuses if Baltimore doesn't advance past that round this season. CBS
Sports predicted Jackson will have the best season of his five-year NFL career, throwing
for "at least 4,000 yards." However, Jackson believes he can blow through that number.

"I want to throw for like 6,000 yards with the weapons we have," Jackson recently told
reporters.

If that's the case, new offensive coordinator Todd Monken has a lot of scheming to do.

Kyle Hamilton, safety: Hamilton didn't exceed expectations in his rookie year, posting
62 tackles, two sacks, one forced fumble and five passes defensed. However, Baltimore's
2022 first-round pick is ready to be the starter after the Ravens traded veteran safety
Chuck Clark earlier this offseason.

"I feel like I can slide into that role for sure and perform at a high level," Hamilton said on
"The Ravens Lounge" podcast  recently. 

The 22-year-old improved each week in 2022 and likely will continue to do so. Now with a
less crowded secondary, Hamilton will have the opportunity to make a difference for a
team that has long prided itself on having one of the league's top defensive backfields.

Stock Down
Patrick Queen, linebacker: Queen had a career-high 117 tackles, five sacks and two
interceptions in 2022, but his time as a Raven seems to be nearing an end. He is entering
the final year of his rookie deal and Baltimore drafted his potential replacement in LB
Trenton Simpson with a third-round pick in the 2023 NFL Draft.

In January, LB Roquan Smith a five-year, $100 million deal, making a similar payday for
Queen unlikely. Baltimore could trade him if Simpson looks good early.

Nelson Agholor, wide receiver: Agholor was the first wide receiver to join Baltimore's
revamped unit this offseason. However, he seems to be already lost on the depth chart.
Since signing a one-year deal, the Ravens added Beckham Jr. and Flowers, who have
much higher ceilings.

Baltimore didn't have a wide receiver eclipse 500 yards in 2022. As a Patriot last season,
Agholor only had 362 yards receiving. With WR Rashod Bateman returning from injury,
Baltimore may not give Agholor much playing time. 
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‣ Ravens were willing to extend S Chuck Clark in 2022

‣ Inside the battle for Ravens' starting LG job

‣ The 'NFL leaders in touchdown passes' quiz
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Three biggest concerns for Cleveland
Browns before the draft
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 3/27/23

The Browns, who finished 7-10 and last in the AFC North in 2022, are trying to make a
splash once again this offseason. Cleveland has a roster that appears ready to compete
with almost any team in the league, so what's holding the Browns back? Here are their
three biggest concerns.

1. What are Cleveland's plans without a first- or second-round pick in the 2023
NFL Draft?
General manager Andrew Berry continues to do his best impression of trade-happy Les
Snead, the Los Angeles Rams GM. After trading three first-round picks as part of the
package for QB Deshaun Watson a year ago, he traded the team's second-round pick for
WR Elijah Moore and a third-round pick.
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Cleveland isn't scheduled to make its first selection until pick No. 74 in the third round of
the 2023 NFL Draft. The team still has eight picks in the draft but just two in the top 100.

There are still gems to be found deep in the draft. The Browns may need to take a best-
player-available approach to find some.

2. Will QB Deshaun Watson return to his 2020 form?
Cleveland made a long-term commitment to Watson when it signed him to a five-year,
$230 million fully guaranteed contract last offseason. However, he looked far from his
normal self upon his return from suspension.

Watson, whom the NFL suspended 11 games in 2022 for violation of its personal conduct
policy, threw for 1,102 yards, seven touchdowns and five interceptions in his first six
games as a Brown. He still has rust to kick off after not playing in 2021, but the team is
hoping he can return to his 2020 form when he led the NFL in passing yards.

If he does, Cleveland will be a Super Bowl contender. If he does not, the Browns are in
deep trouble after going all in on the 27-year-old.

3. Will a defender not named Myles Garrett make a significant impact in 2023?
The Browns didn't have a player not named Myles Garrett exceed three sacks in 2022.
They have added a few new pieces to their defensive line through free agency, but will
they make a difference?

Cleveland signed DE Obo Okoronkwo to a three-year, $19 million contract and DT Dalvin
Tomlinson to a four-year, $57 million deal on the first day of free agency.

Okoronkwo posted a career-high five sacks in 2022; Tomlinson had 2.5 sacks last season.
The team is hoping both players have an immediate impact alongside Garrett. Both
signees are in their late 20s..
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NFL

Eagles stars react to
Ezekiel Elliott news
Ezekiel Elliott is a man in demand. On
Thursday, a report emerged saying
that Elliott has three teams on his
wish list: the Philadelphia Eagles,
Cincinnati Bengals and New York
Jets. After that report emerged,
some Eagles players showed interest
in their former rival. Lane Johnson
tweeted at Elliott and used some
eyeball emojis. Then Eagles
defensive back Darius Slay added a
comment to Johnson’s tweet, saying
“I kno [sic] u [sic] want to run behind
the best Oline.” Sure, there’s a lot

NFL

Indianapolis Colts agree
to terms with defensive
end

NFL

Bills sign Super Bowl-
winning safety
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common NHL tactic

College Basketball

Final Four ticket prices
reportedly plummet

MLB

Projecting the Yankees’
batting order on Opening
Day

NFL

The Eagles have found
their jack of all trades at
the Safety position
It’s safe to assume Terrell Edmunds
will be a defensive starter for the
Philadelphia Eagles this season. Free
safety would seem to be the logical
position, although the two safety
spots should be interchangeable in
new defensive coordinator Sean
Desai’s system. Either way, Edmunds
is a playmaker who fills a legitimate
need. The 26-year-old met with
reporters on Friday afternoon to
discuss what his role might be after
officially inking a one-year deal with

MLB
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closers for 2023
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expression in Grizzlies'…
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NHL

Red Wings goaltender
could be out for the
season
The Detroit Red Wings’ difficult
second half of the 2022-2023
season took another hit when coach
Derek Lalonde announced that
starting goaltender Ville Husso will
miss at least another week on
Monday. Lalonde said the goalie is
still being evaluated for the lower-
body injury that kept him out of the
lineup for the past two games. With
just ten games left and the Wings far
out of the playoff picture, that could
mean Husso will not return this
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world with No. 17 pick in…
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Watch: Phillies' J.T.
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the weirdest ejections of…
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Ravens' disastrous
offseason continues with
latest Lamar Jackson…
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Yankees make surprise
Oswald Peraza…
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Malik Beasley calls out
hurtful comments from
Lakers fans on family post

NFL

Georgia quarterback
being courted by multiple
teams ahead of NFL Draft
Georgia quarterback Stetson Bennett
IV is on the radar of multiple teams
ahead of the 2023 NFL Draft.
According to NFL Network insider
Tom Pelissero, the two-time national
champion has been "one of the
busiest NFL Draft prospects since
the combine." Pelissero reports that
Bennett has scheduled workouts or
private visits with 10 teams during
the pre-draft process. Despite
speculation that his January public
intoxication arrest might have hurt
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hate
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Courtside video of Kyrie
Irving having fan ejected
surfaces
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NHL best bets: Three
totals to take on Monday
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NFL

Colts HC Shane Steichen
hints at quarterback's
future
Shane Steichen needs to find a
starting quarterback First-year head
coach Shane Steichen has a busy
offseason ahead with the
Indianapolis Colts. The former
Philadelphia Eagles offensive
coordinator will look to improve their
offense next season. The Colts will
need to do so with a new starting
quarterback. They released Matt
Ryan on March 15. The Colts brought
in Gardner Minshew via free agency.
They are expected to draft a

NFL

Steelers showing interest
in intriguing safety in
2023 NFL Draft

MLB

Reds release two-time
World Series champion

NBA

Double Vision: Clippers’
Russell Westbrook a co-
star in LA
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Watch: Dolphins HC gives
hilarious perspective on
Dan Snyder selling…

College Football

An early look at the top
QB prospects in the 2024
NFL Draft

College Football

Top QB draft prospect
makes alarming pro day
decision

NFL

Colts find themselves in
an interesting position
ahead of NFL Draft

NFL

Bengals sign Super Bowl
champion CB

NFL

Giants could still pursue
reunion with Odell
Beckham Jr.

NHL

Watch: Pro golfer Brooks
Koepka heckles NHL
player with ridiculous prop
Professional golfer Brooks Koepka
has been spotted at several Florida
Panthers games this season, but he
truly made his presence felt on
Saturday. While attending Florida's
4-3 loss to the New York Rangers,
Koepka made the highlights by
heckling defenseman Aaron Ekblad
from a luxury suite. He used a traffic
cone. Perhaps the absurdity offered
a momentary spot of good luck. As
Koepka was filmed with his traffic
cone, the Panthers actually scored a
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LSU HC Kim Mulkey rips
level of play during in-
game Elite Eight interview

NFL

NFL owners must reject
proposal that would have
rewarded Cowboys in…

MLB

25 fantasy busts for the
2023 MLB season

College Basketball

Watch: Controversial foul
call sends San Diego
State to Final Four

NHL

Los Angeles Kings to sign
Alex Laferriere to entry-
level contract
According to Daily Faceoff’s Frank
Seravalli, the Los Angeles Kings are
set to sign forward Alex Laferriere to
an entry-level contract. Laferriere,
21, recently finished his sophomore
campaign at Harvard. He had 73
points in 69 games, including 21
goals and 42 points in 34 games this
year. That was good for second
behind Montreal’s Sean Farrell for
the team lead, and six points ahead
of recently signed Calgary Flames
prospect Matt Coronato. He worked

NFL

Report: Ryan Poles was
blown away by Bears staff
member in 2022

MLB

Main Takeaways from 8-4
victory over the Rays

NFL

Jets, Giants still interested
in signing three-time Pro
Bowl WR

NFL

Insider suggests Lamar
Jackson could stay with
Ravens despite trade…

Golf

Popular golfer needs a win
at Valero Texas Open to
go to the Masters

MLB

Braves option one-time
All-Star pitcher

NFL

Colts predicted to make
massive trade up in 2023
NFL Draft

MLB Quiz

The 'MLB home run
leaders' quiz

NFL

Steelers Free Agent
Signing Patrick Peterson
May Not Just Play…

NBA

Los Angeles Lakers Make
A Roster Move On
Saturday Night
The Los Angeles Lakers are currently
37-37, tied with the Minnesota
Timberwolves in the Western
Conference standings for the 7-
seed. Minnesota however owns the
tiebreaker over Los Angeles,
meaning that they are currently the
7-seed in the conference and the
Lakers are the 8-seed. There is very
little room for error in Los Angeles
with just eight games remaining and
they will face another big game on
Sunday afternoon when the Chicago

Soccer

Manchester United star
pictured allegedly inhaling
a soon to be illegal drug…

NFL

Three biggest concerns
for the New England
Patriots before the draft

NBA

NBA rescinds Luka
Doncic's 16th technical,
suspension

Entertainment

The biggest one-hit
wonders from the '70s

MLB

Ex-Red Sox Slugger
Exploding For AL East
Rival In Spring Training…
One former member of the Red Sox
is shining in spring training, but not
for Boston. Former Red Sox slugger
Franchy Cordero was non-tendered
by the team following the 2022
campaign and eventually signed with
the Baltimore Orioles as a free agent
to a minor league contract. The 28-
year-old has done everything he can
this spring to nab one of the team's
final bench sports, and may actually
grab one after an explosive
performance. Cordero has shined for

NFL

John Lynch drops big hint
about which QB will start
for 49ers

NFL

NFC Notes: Bears, Justin
Fields, Cowboys, Vikings

NBA

Why Pelicans should
make this drastic call on
Zion Williamson

MLB

Braves release infielder as
spring training comes to a
close

NFL

Three biggest concerns
for the Buffalo Bills before
the draft

MLB

Orioles not planning to
carry former first-rounder
on Opening Day roster

NFL

Zeke Cowboys
Comeback? Jerry &
McCarthy on Emotional
Move

NFL

Steelers still plan to add to
position of need

NASCAR

Daniel Suarez ticked off at
Alex Bowman, Ross
Chastain after race

Soccer

Good news for Chelsea
fans as key Real Madrid
star could miss both…
Real Madrid are worried that key
player Thibaut Courtois could miss
up to a month of action after
suffering an injury on international
duty with Belgium. The goalkeeper
picked up a knock during Belgium’s
3-0 win over Sweden on Friday in the
opening game of their Euro 2024
qualifying campaign and has left the
Belgian camp to return to Madrid.
According to Spanish outlet Sport,
the La Liga giants fear that the injury
could keep Courtois out for between
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Best, worst offseason moves for
Cincinnati Bengals
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 4/6/23

The 2023 NFL Draft will be held in Kansas City from April 27-29. The Bengals have made
a couple of splashes in free agency but have also lost some key pieces. Here are the best
and worst moves they’ve made so far.

BEST | Signing Orlando Brown Jr.

Signing the best free-agent offensive tackle is a no-brainer, especially when you've got
one of the best quarterbacks in the NFL to protect in Joe Burrow. Brown Jr.'s four-year,
$64.09 million contract was a steal for Cincinnati, making him the 17th highest-paid
tackle in the NFL.

Ian Rapoport
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of the $64.092M fully guaranteed, with $42.3M through year 2 and 
$49.9M through 3. By that point, he'll be ready for the next deal.
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The four-time Pro Bowl tackle and Super Bowl champion stands at a massive 6-foot-8,
345 pounds and allowed just four sacks in 2022, according to Pro Football Focus. The
addition of Brown Jr. is all the more important as Cincinnati takes the left tackle from the
Chiefs who they've met in the AFC Championship Game in back-to-back years. 

BEST | Adding Irv Smith Jr.

The Bengals lost TE Hayden Hurst to the Panthers in free agency, so they responded by
signing 24-year-old Smith Jr. to a cheap, one-year deal. Only time will tell if the move was
an upgrade or downgrade, but Smith Jr. certainly has upside.

The 24-year-old has struggled to stay healthy, playing in just eight games in 2022 and
missing all of the 2021 season. However, when healthy, he has shown just why the Vikings
selected him with their second-round pick in 2019, totaling 91 catches for 858 yards and
nine touchdowns in his career.

Smith Jr.'s arrival in Cincinnati provides the team with insurance at tight end heading into
the 2023 NFL Draft as well. It seems likely the Bengals will add to the room in the draft
but they can now address other needs earlier on.

WORST | Losing Jessie Bates III & Vonn Bell

The "dark day" defensive coordinator Lou Anarumo didn't want to think about arrived in
Cincinnati after losing both starting safeties from 2022. The Bengals did sign safety Nick
Scott to a three-year, $12 million contract to play alongside safety Daxton Hill but their
secondary certainly took a hit.

Bates III and Bell leave big shoes to fill as they combined for 148 tackles, three forced
fumbles, eight interceptions and 16 passes defensed in 2022. Scott does bring a lot of
experience, helping the Rams defeat Cincinnati in Super Bowl LVI, but the team shouldn't
feel fully confident in its new safety duo quite yet.

WORST | Jonah Williams' trade request

After the Bengals signed Brown Jr. to be their new starting left tackle, Williams was
clearly the odd man out and knew it. He requested a trade on March 17, and although
Cincinnati has its answer at left tackle, the team is still in need of a right tackle since right
tackle La'el Collins tore his ACL and MCL late in the season.

Williams is not interested in switching sides and the Bengals will likely entertain his trade
request. He would have solved Cincinnati's problem at right tackle but the team is now
forced to address the position elsewhere, likely in the draft.
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When NFL.com draft analyst Lance
Zierlein released his latest mock
draft, he drew some heat for
predicting the Houston Texans would
go pass rusher with the No. 2 overall
pick and then trade back up into the
top 10 for their quarterback. It likely
wasn’t that Zierlein had the Texans
taking Texas Tech edge rusher Tyree
Wilson second overall or that he had
them trading up to get a QB that
caused a stir. No, it was the fact that
Zierlein — who says hinted his
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Legendary college basketball coach
Bob Knight is having some health
issues. Rick Bozich of WDRB in
Louisville reports that the Indiana
basketball community received a
message on Sunday night asking
them to keep Knight in their prayers.
The 82-year-old former coach has
been hospitalized in Bloomington
since Friday. Knight was a Division I
head coach for more than 40 years.
He is best known for his time
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Steelers Hall of Fame RB Franco Harris,
an immaculate player and person
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 12/22/22

There's so much to be said about the player and person Franco Harris was, but it feels as
though not enough words could do him justice.

Steelers head coach Mike Tomlin tried to find the words heading into the 50th anniversary
of the "Immaculate Reception."

"With a heavy heart, this organization, this community, the football world, we lost a great
one in Franco Harris," Tomlin told reporters. "We do look forward to honoring him and his
legacy this weekend." 

Harris helped lead the Steelers organization to its first playoff win, changing the trajectory
of the team and catapulting them into a dynasty. He taught everyone around him how to
be great on and off the field, and Pittsburgh went on to win four Super Bowls in six years.
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"I just admire and love the man. There's so much to be learned from him," Tomlin added.
"He embraced it all, and did it with such grace and class and patience and time for
people."

Even after his time came to an end on the football field, he still found a way to impact
those in the community and the younger players next in line.

"He didn't want anything from them. He just wanted the absolute best for them, and that
unconditional love, guys feel that," Tomlin finished.

Harris will forever be remembered as a great player, but maybe an even better person. His
immaculate legacy lives through, not just those who worked with and cheered for him, but
everyone in the football community.
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and Jake Bauers. McKinney has had
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Why Aaron Rodgers trade could affect
Steelers' draft plans
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 4/25/23

Aaron Rodgers is finally being traded after the Jets and Packers agreed to terms on
Monday. However, New York and Green Bay aren't the only teams affected by the trade
ahead of the 2023 NFL Draft.

As part of the deal, the Jets agreed to swap first-round picks with the Packers. It's
significant because the Steelers, who've been reportedly interested in a trade up for an
offensive lineman, may not have to trade up as high now.

Mike Nicastro
@MikedUpSports1 · Follow

Interesting wrinkle for the Steelers. 

Jets are going to take an offensive lineman. 

They are now picking at 15, just two spots ahead of 
Pittsburgh.

Adam Schefter @AdamSchefter

Trade compensation, per sources:

Jets get:
Aaron Rodgers, pick No. 15, a 2023 5th-rd pick (No. 170).

Packers get:
Pick No. 13, a 2023 2nd-rd pick (No. 42), a 6th-rd pick (No. 

207), a conditional 2024 2nd-rd pick that becomes a 1st if 
Rodgers plays 65 percent of the plays.
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New York is rumored to have interest in adding to its offensive line as well. So, moving
from pick No. 13 to No. 15 could benefit Pittsburgh.

The Steelers would have had to move up to pick No. 12, which is owned by the Texans, if
they wanted to jump the Jets for a top offensive lineman. Now, they would only need to
get to No. 14, which is owned by the Patriots.

Of course, a number of other things could affect the Steelers plans come Thursday night,
but if a player Pittsburgh loves is there for the taking, don't be surprised about a trade up.

"We're not opposed to moving up in an effort to pinpoint someone that might be special,"
head coach Mike Tomlin told reporters at the team's pre-draft news conference. "We're
ready and comfortable for whatever."

If the Jets are one of the teams that the Steelers are trying to jump, things may have just
got a little easier for Pittsburgh thanks to Rodgers.
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NFL

Jerry Jones makes
surprising admission
about Ezekiel Elliott
Jerry Jones was one of Ezekiel
Elliott’s most enthusiastic supporters
during Zeke’s tenure with the Dallas
Cowboys, but Jones is now willing to
admit that he may have spent a bit
too much on the star running back.
Jones spoke with reporters on
Monday for his annual pre-draft
press conference. When the topic of
running backs came up, Jones had
high praise for Elliott but said the
Cowboys should not have drafted
the former Ohio State fourth overall.
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This Bills-Titans trade
proposal sends Derrick
Henry to Buffalo
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Another red flag emerging
about Jalen Carter ahead
of draft?
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Ryan Reynolds fulfills
dying wish for Wrexham
fan

NHL

Wild call up top goalie
prospect

NBA

Monster Jimmy Butler
game shoves Bucks to
brink of elimination

College Football

Colorado loses five
players to transfer portal
after spring game
Deion Sanders promised change at
Colorado, and he also opened the
door wide open for existing players
to leave via the transfer portal. With
the deadline for players to enter the
transfer portal quickly approaching
(May 11), it seems as if a handful of
players have taken Sanders'
invitation to leave Colorado.
Ironically, though, they've done so
just days after Colorado's spring
game. Speaking of, the biggest name
in the exodus is starting wide
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all time, ranked
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straight on Derrick Henry
trade rumors
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Three MLB players who
could be on the move
after strong starts
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NFL

How NFL schedule
makers are handling Jets'
pursuit of Packers'…
NFL schedule makers clearly aren't
worried that the New York Jets may
miss out on landing Green Bay
Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers.
As shared by Ryan Gilbert of Audacy
and Ryan Glasspiegel of the New
York Post, NFL vice president of
broadcast planning Mike North
explained during an appearance on
the "It’s Always Gameday In Buffalo"
podcast that the league is
"assuming, for now," that Rodgers is
"going to be the quarterback of the

NFL

Report: Rival teams are
frightened by one
possible Eagles draft pick

NFL

Steelers should sign XFL
star following NFL Draft
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Insider: This one thing will
determine if Trey Lance
gets traded
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Maple Leafs storm back
from 4-1 deficit, topple
Lightning in OT
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Are Cardinals 'borderline
desperate' to make move
during draft?
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NFL executive: 'I wouldn't
want to be in AFC West' if
Chiefs draft Alabama RB
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Watch: LeBron James ties
it in the final seconds

MLB

Fan had harsh message
for ‘bum’ Joey Gallo after
monster home run

NFL

David Bakhtiari: Packers
'moving on' from Aaron
Rodgers to Jordan Love
Green Bay Packers offensive tackle
David Bakhtiari has either
intentionally or unintentionally
assured New York Jets fans they'll
eventually have Aaron Rodgers as
their starting quarterback. As shared
by Kevin Patra of the NFL's website,
Bakhtiari essentially confirmed
during an appearance on Mike
Silver's "Open Mike" podcast that
2020 first-round draft pick Jordan
Love is the team's starting
quarterback this spring while
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night leads Lakers over
Grizzlies in OT
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update on Carlos Rodon 
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Aaron Rodgers to the
Jets: New York gets the
next Joe Namath

NFL

Latest On Potential Dalvin
Cook Trade
Albert Breer of SI.com writes that
Vikings RB Dalvin Cook is a name
watch as a potential trade target this
weekend. Breer explains that the
Vikings have been open with Cook
about the situation and are still
“receptive to the idea of bringing him
back.” However, Breer says it won’t
be at his current salary of $11 million.
As of now, the Vikings have yet to
shop Cook around the league in
trade talks, but should Minnesota
select a running back in the first
three rounds, Breer is willing to bet
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the Steelers?
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from 6-1 loss to Twins

NFL

Allen Robinson uses
utensil analogy to
describe Rams tenure

MLB

Matt Olson blows
Spencer Strider’s perfect
game bid with brutal error
Spencer Strider’s perfect game bid
on Monday came up short thanks to
a brutal error by Matt Olson. Strider
was perfect through six innings as
his Atlanta Braves were beating the
Miami Marlins 8-0. He was facing
Jazz Chisholm, who was leading off
the top of the seventh. Chisholm hit
a routine grounder to first base, but
Olson booted the ball for an error.
That error allowed Chisholm to reach
base, ruining the perect game.
Strider’s no-hitter remained intact
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doesn’t match the talent’
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Is a surprise team in the
mix to trade up for a QB?
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Wild's Marcus Foligno
used one word to
describe penalties in…
Minnesota Wild forward Marcus
Foligno wasn't a happy camper after
being on the wrong end of several
questionable calls in Sunday's 3-2
Game 4 loss to the Dallas Stars.
After the loss, a mystified Foligno
gave a short and sweet answer when
asked to address the calls against
him, telling reporters they were "B---
----." Foligno committed two
penalties in Game 4, which look
relatively innocent when viewed on
replays. Further angering the Stars,
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College Football

Top three draft fits for
Notre Dame TE Michael
Mayer
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Details emerge about
Deion Sanders’ big purge
at Colorado
Deion Sanders has vowed to
completely rebuild the Colorado
football program, and we now have
some numbers that illustrate just
how committed he is to that vision.
Max Olson of The Athletic published
some detailed figures on Monday
that show the way Sanders has
gutted Colorado’s roster. Of the 83
scholarship players the Buffaloes
had on their roster at the start of last
season, only 20 remained as of
Monday night. Colorado has had 46
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Is officiating actually
worse in the NHL playoffs
this year?
Frank Seravalli was joined by Mike
McKenna to discuss whether
officiating is at the worst it’s ever
been on the latest episode of "Daily
Faceoff Live." Frank Seravalli: Let’s
talk about the Dallas Stars and
Minnesota Wild. Speaking of
controversy, tough night for Garret
Rank and Chris Lee. You look at the
officiating and Marcus Foligno ends
up in the box for both goals that are
scored on really questionable calls.
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Mike Tomlin approves of 'cool
nickname' for Steelers GM
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 5/2/23

The Steelers have had an offseason to remember under general manager Omar Khan and
it has earned him a new nickname.

"What do they call him, the "Khan Artist?" I like that," Mike Tomlin told reporters. "I saw
that. That's pretty good. It's a cool nickname."

Khan shrugged off the new nickname but laughed, "I've been called worse."

Pittsburgh has been uncharacteristically active in free agency, and many believe the
Steelers had one of the best draft classes in the league. 

However, Khan's rise in popularity began during the 2022 season when the team traded
WR Chase Claypool for the Bears' 2023 second-round pick.

That pick has since turned into fan favorite CB Joey Porter Jr., who now gets to play for
his dad's old team. 

Pittsburgh then added a dozen new players in free agency and had an aggressive draft
strategy. The team traded up to jump the offensive tackle-needy Jets for Broderick Jones
and traded down on day two to land two players they wanted all along (TE Darnell
Washington and LB Nick Herbig).

Of course, only time will tell how good the Steelers' newest additions are. But for now, the
"Khan Artist" is alive and well in Pittsburgh.
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Bengals QB Joe Burrow: A football guy,
'not a boat guy'
By Aaron Becker  |  Last updated 12/30/22

It's the season of giving, and Bengals QB Joe Burrow showed his appreciation for his
offensive line. He gifted each of his linemen a cruise as a Christmas gift.

However, when asked if he'll be joining them, his answer had him and everyone else
laughing.

"No, I don't like boats, not a boat guy," Burrow told reporters. "You're stuck out there.
What if something happens?"

Cincinnati's offensive line is certainly deserving after turning things around this season. It
allowed 13 sacks in the first two weeks, but just 26 sacks, averaging just two sacks a
game, with two weeks remaining.

The rough start had Bengals fans, and surely Burrow, sweating after watching him tear his
ACL in 2020. But the group just needed some time to gel together, looking like a stout unit
since.

 Burrow is thankful for the turnaround, and although he won't be joining them, hopes they
enjoy the gift.

"Well, I know they like. I figured they would like it," Burrow added. "I think it was a good
gift."

Hopefully Burrow's generosity incentivizes his offensive line to keep him untouched the
rest of the year, especially since losing right tackle La'el Collins to a torn ACL and MCL. 

Maybe that could be their gift to him.
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were expected to be major players in
the loaded free-agent pool. Fast
forward to post-winter meetings and
as we analyze what the Cubs have
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feelings. Some would argue that the
Cubs have done enough with
Swanson as their big fish and
bringing in Taillon, Smyly, Bellinger,
and Barnhart. That what the Cubs
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On Thursday night, the NBA
announced multiple suspensions
stemming from Wednesday night's
on-court brawl during the Detroit
Pistons' 121-101 win over the
Orlando Magic at Little Caesars
Arena. Pistons guard Killian Hayes
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Rafael Nadal travelled with his family
to Australia this year and that's not
so much different from last year but
there are three of them now. While
his wife was in Australia the previous
year, but they are now joined by their
young kid. He was practicing in
Sydney in preparation for his United
Cup debut, and both of them were
there. Since the birth of their child,
his wife and son haven't been seen
around much, but now, we've caught
sight of both. Nadal is hoping to have
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A reporter who covers Oklahoma
State football posted a statement on
Twitter Wednesday, a day after being
cursed at by Mike Gundy. Gundy’s
Oklahoma State Cowboys lost 24-17
to Wisconsin in the Guaranteed Rate
Bowl on Tuesday night to drop to 7-
6. The Cowboys began the season
6-1 but lost five of their last six
games. After the bowl game,
Marshall Scott of Pistols Guys asked
Gundy whether he anticipated
making any staff changes. Gundy
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Bengals QB Joe Burrow: A
football guy, 'not a boat
guy'
It's the season of giving, and Bengals
QB Joe Burrow showed his
appreciation for his offensive line. He
gifted each of his linemen a cruise as
a Christmas gift. However, when
asked if he'll be joining them, his
answer had him and everyone else
laughing. "No, I don't like boats, not
a boat guy," Burrow told reporters.
"You're stuck out there. What if
something happens?" Cincinnati's
offensive line is certainly deserving
after turning things around this
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Texas Tech LB Dimitri
Moore denies Lane
Kiffin's accusations…
Lane Kiffin reacted strongly to an
incident that took place during Ole
Miss' 42-25 loss to the Texas Tech
Red Raiders in the TaxAct Texas Bowl
on Wednesday night. Kiffin made an
accusation against Texas Tech
linebacker Dimitri Moore, saying that
the Red Raider senior spit on one of
his players and potentially used a
racial slur. Those are accusations
that Moore vehemently denied on
Thursday, via a press release from
Texas Tech. "I can't state strongly
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James Worthy's comments on the
back of the Lakers going through an
inconsistent run this season. Former
Los Angeles Lakers champion James
Worthy outlined his thoughts on the
team's future. Taking to Twitter to
respond to a fan question of what
the franchise must do to get back to
being title contenders, the 61-year-
old had a simple response. Worthy
wanted the Lakers to focus on
building chemistry that would
eventually translate to results on the
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The Pittsburgh Steelers and Steeler
Nation are hoping that the future of
the franchise’s offense lies in the
hands of their 2022 first- and
second-round draft picks.
Quarterback Kenny Pickett, and wide
receiver George Pickens have shown
flashes of being the dynamic duo for
the future. It was on full display on
Saturday night after the signal-caller
found the pass-catcher in the end
zone with less than a minute left,
putting Pittsburgh ahead of the Las
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Trae Young via trade

NFL

Former Browns Player
Signs With The Raiders

MLB

Yankees might’ve landed
a steal in Lucas Luetge
trade

MLB

Report: Multiple teams
still checking on Carlos
Correa
Until Carlos Correa’s deal with the
New York Mets becomes official, the
infielder is still technically a free
agent. That means some teams are
still lurking on the fringes, just in
case that Mets deal falls through.
Teams have been checking in with
agent Scott Boras about Correa’s
status as his Mets deal remains in
limbo, according to Jon Heyman of
the New York Post. However, those
teams are still being told that the
Mets are the focus right now, and for
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